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From the Chair
The ICOM General Conference happens every three
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Countdown to ICOM Kyoto 2019!
It’s time to explore how city museums act as cultural hubs in Japan
Jenny Chiu*

W

ith only half a year to go until the ICOM Kyoto
2019 General Conference, are you ready to
explore the city museums of Japan? Following the theme
of CAMOC 2019, City Museums as Cultural Hubs – Past,
Present and Future,1 we have invited four city museums
from the lively city of Osaka – a place with close links to
Kyoto – to introduce their work in this exciting dossier.
The city of Osaka is an excellent case study for a review
of the relationship between a city and its museums,
from both academic and practice standpoints. We hope
that the dossier will be a useful reference for museum
professionals to use as they consider the scope of
contemporary definitions of a city museum.

*

1

4

The variety of city museums in Osaka reflects the
diversity of the city itself. Here, we introduce a history
museum, a ceramic art museum and a natural history
museum to get you started. If one reads the articles
one by one and thinks about the sites in an isolated
manner, one may wonder: is this a city museum?
However, the Vision for Osaka City Museums that came
from the Osaka City Government presents the idea of
“Osaka City itself as city museum” through its unique
combination of museums. This is one of the key points
we look forward to discuss during CAMOC 2019: The
museum city will be born from the city; but what kind of
museum should the city museum be? Is every museum
in a city a museum of the city? ICOM CAMOC 2019 is
an opportunity to advance in this discussion.
The dossier opens with an assessment of the background
of Osaka’s museum culture, presented by Shugo Kato,

from the Osaka Museum of History. He explains the
significant role museums have played in the city’s history
and development.
The Osaka Museum of History is a representative city
museum in Osaka, and allows us to consider differences
between a museum of the city and a history museum.
Next, Hitoshi Kobayashi presents the extraordinary
collections of the Museum of Oriental Ceramics of
Osaka (MOCO). MOCO is a case study in reviewing
how the role of a museum may be influenced by its
collection. Because the collection comes from the
private sector, it invites us to look at the meaning of
public and private for a city museum and its collection.
The third article is by Daisuke Sakuma from the Osaka
Museum of Natural History (OMNH). This museum’s
mission statement and activities – especially its focus on
training the local community to get involved in research
– represent an astounding example of how museums can
make strong and lasting connections. It offers another
approach to being a city museum, the one prioritizing
the question: what can a city museum do for its citizens?
As Dr. Sakuma notes: “This is true not only in nature
museums, but in any kind of city museum which records
contemporary society, including history and the arts.”
In the final article, Professor Mariko Murata takes
a broad view, arguing that the issues faced by city
museums in Osaka, can also be extrapolated, to
represent both the city’s social issues and even global
issues. She questions why “museums of cities” is a term
rarely discussed in Japan until recently. These questions
are not unique to Japan; should the city museum be
a category or a type of museum? In an increasingly
urbanized world, is a strong, new definition of city
museum necessary?

Seen as a sequel to the Kyoto Special Dosser (published
in the CAMOC Review in 2018), we hope this Osaka
Special Dossier will help our readers in getting to
know the fantastic range of city museums in Japan,
and provide a variety of points of view, as a reference
for those preparing to join CAMOC 2019 to discuss
the potential of city museums! Attending the ICOM
General Conference is a chance to meet colleagues from
all around the world, together foster and exchange ideas
and practice, and inspire each other.
Please keep an eye on our communication channels at
CAMOC and ICOM Kyoto 2019 in order to plan your
schedule, to share your city museum’s experience, for
a chance to be part of the event – and make it more
enjoyable and inclusive for all.2
We look forward to hearing a range of opinions and
experiences from city museums all around the globe,
and invite you to get involved. Attending this event
not only will be a fantastic opportunity to discover city
museums of Japan, but also will put the participants
at the center of an international nexus of ideas and
discussion. You will return from ICOM Kyoto with new
insights and ideas about city museums, along with a
better understanding of Japanese – and World – culture
and a wealth of knowledge and experiences to share. We
can’t wait to see you!
2

Website:
Facebook:
Instagram:
Website:
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History of Museums in Osaka:
Overview of the development of Osaka city and its museums
Shugo Kato*

The relationship between the city and its museums

B

ecause every city has its own unique history
and personality, it is extremely difficult to find
a uniform definition of the word “city”. However,
although every city is unique, sociological and
historical studies seek to extract similarities between
cities and to compare them. The Osaka Museum of
History (OMH),1 where I work, is a museum that

addresses the unique nature of the city as the primary
theme of its exhibitions.
OMH was established when its predecessor, the Osaka
Municipal Museum, was relocated from Osaka Castle.2
OMH not only inherited the collection but also the
concept, from the municipal museum era, that the
theme of the museum’s exhibitions is the city of
2

*
1

Osaka Municipal Museum was established in 1960 and closed in 2001.

in Osaka. Its historical landmark is being transformed into a commercial
be viewed here:
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Osaka’s position and its early history (~ 1867)
Today, the name Osaka refers to two distinct
administrative units – Osaka Prefecture and Osaka
City. Osaka Prefecture consists of 43 municipalities, and
Osaka City is its capital. It is generally regarded to be
Japan’s second-largest city, especially when judged on
economic indicators. However, its area is very compact
with just 225 square kilometers, and, with its 2.73
million residents, it has the second-highest population
density in Japan. Osaka has a long history; the city was
the ancient capital and the present-day Chuo District
contains the 7th-century Naniwa Palace. It was under
the leadership of Hideyoshi Toyotomi4 that the Osaka
Castle and the 16th -century town that formed the
foundation of the city were built, and these still form the
basic structure of the city. When the era shifted to the
world of Tokugawa,5 Edo (Tokyo) became the political
center of Japan, but Osaka continued at its position of
an economic center. Wealthy townspeople continued to
invest in the city’s cultural, artistic, academic prosperity
by investing personal property.

Osaka Museum Park (Osaka-Hakubutsujo). © Osaka Museum
of History

Osaka’s history and culture. The site of the relocation
was chosen in order to preserve the architectural
remains of the ancient imperial capital of the 7th-century
Naniwa Palace. In other words, OMH is both a city
museum and a historic site museum. In Japan, it is
relatively unusual to find museums of cities coexisting
with historic sites, except in the case of castle museums.
Moreover, as Naniwa Palace is a symbol of the city of
Osaka, it may be said that OMH is a museum in the city
and also a museum exhibit of the city. We provide daily
guided tour for museum visitors.

History of museums in Osaka 1 (1867 - 1945)
Osaka Prefecture was created in 1868, at the very
beginning of the Meiji era,6 the period when
administrative divisions were laid in Japan by the
government of the Meiji Restoration,7 and the City of
Osaka was officially recognized 20 years later, in 1889.
4

5

1867.
6

7

Just as finding a definition of the city is difficult, so too
is finding a clear definition for “museum of the city”.
From my point of view, a museum is strongly linked to
the history and society where it is located, therefore a
museum of the city has a strong relationship with both
the city’s historical and contemporary identity. For
this reason, it is important to take the long-view of the
museum’s history: this article focuses on the questions
of when the museums in Osaka were established and the
kind of challenges they are now facing. I hope the article
will be a stepping‐stone for the other articles of this
special dossier that make the review complete.
In Japanese:
History:
osakaisan.html
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Main gate of The Fifth National Industrial Exposition.
© Osaka Museum of History

The opening of Osaka Museum Park8 in 1875 was
one of the first incarnations of a museum in the city.
It was purposed with accelerated modernization by
encouraging industry, and nurturing capitalism and
social education. The site had numerous facilities
including a zoo, art museums and theater, and
eventually merged with a commercial display center in
1913.
Although Osaka City was established in 1889, it didn’t
really start expanding until the mid-19th century,
when industrial development drew in workers and the
population rapidly increased. This corresponded with
an increase in problematic urban issues centered on
housing and poverty. In 1914, an economist named
Seki Hajime kickstarted various social policies when
he became deputy mayor of Osaka City.9 When he
eventually became mayor in 1923, he expanded the
city and developed industries and social infrastructure
such as boulevards, subways, the harbor, residential and
welfare facilities, and established a period known as
“Greater Osaka”.
Ten years before Mayor Seki got involved in Osaka City
Government, the Japanese Government and Osaka
Prefecture organized the Fifth National Industrial
Exposition in Osaka City, to encourage industry and
commerce, and this exhibition greatly influenced
the course of museum history in the area. After the
exposition, Osaka City started to reuse the buildings
and other materials as social capital for their citizens,
and Tennoji zoo (1913) and the Osaka Citizen’s
Museum (1919 -1932) were founded at this time. In
addition, the gardens and houses next to the venue
of exposition belonging to Sumitomo family were
donated to the Osaka City and the mansion opened
as a house museum. This is the same place where the
Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts is located today
(since 1936).
The Osaka Castle was opened to the general public
for the very first time as a venue of the “Greater
Osaka Exposition” (1925), which was a celebration
of the urban expansion of the city by Osaka Mainichi
Shimbun.10 Additionally, the Osaka Castle underwent
significant renovations in 1928 for the accession
of Emperor Showa. Also, after the introduction of
electricity in 1923, the Electric Science Hall was
opened in 1937 to help industries take advantage
8
9

-

was a Japanese

established the “Greater Osaka Era”. He is known locally as the “Father of
Osaka”.

Tennoji Park under construction (around 1920s). © Osaka
Museum of History

of the new technology. It was later closed and its
responsibilities were assumed by Osaka Science
Museum.11
Mayor Seki’s social capital development strategies were
aimed at enhancing Osaka City’s sustainability and were
supported by stringent planning, and strong initiatives
by the city administration.
History of museums in Osaka 2 (from 1945)
The Osaka Castle and the Tennoji Park Art Museum
were requisitioned by the army during the Second
World War and returned to the city in 1957. The
future use of the buildings constructed by the Imperial
Japanese Army in the Castle (completed in 1931) were
discussed with citizens and resulted in the opening of
Osaka City Museum in 1960 (until 2000), which was
renewed as the Osaka Museum of History in 2001.
In 1950, the Natural Science Museum was opened on
the second floor of the Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts.
After that it was moved to the former elementary school
building in the city and opened as a Natural Science
Museum in 1958. In 1974, it moved again to Nagai
Park in the city as Osaka Museum of Natural History
(OMNH).
Besides the Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts in Tennoji,
the Museum of Oriental Ceramics (MOCO) was opened
in 1982 and was initially designed to hold the Ataka
Collection. In addition, construction plans for the
Museum of Modern Art were drawn up in 1990. After
a long preparatory period, it will open its doors in 2021
as Osaka Nakanoshima Art Museum.
The present and the future
Currently, discussions about Osaka’s museums have
been centered around a recent change whereby

10
11

Osaka Science Museum:
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government. It is a rough sketch of individual “city
planning” working through the museums. It enriches
the city by having the museum utilized by a variety of
stakeholders, and through receiving feedback. It remains
to be seen if this concept will have the same lasting
influence as Mayor Seki’s policies had one hundred
years ago, and, furthermore, if values beyond economic
viability will become prevalent.

The ruins of Naniwanomiya Palace in OMH. © Osaka Museum
of History

administration has been consolidated under a local
independent agency established in 2019. The
background lies in the 2000s, when Osaka city
government’s financial decline became public
knowledge, and as a result, the museums management
systems were restructured and centralised. Osaka
City promoted the integration of local independent
corporations as a solution. Starting in April 2019, this is
the first time in Japan that museums will be organized
by an independent local administrative agency, and the
nation is watching closely to see if the new scheme is
successful.
The establishment of a new corporation and the
integrated operation of museums is linked to the “Vision
of Osaka City Museums”, formulated by Osaka City

Working with the new system is not an easy way to
guarantee the continuity of the museum, whose purpose
is to provide equal access to the museum collections.
It will take time before the outcomes can start to be
assessed, and we are able to see if the new system can
provide a stable economic, managerial and political
structure allowing museums to thrive.
What can we do in order to support the future of
museums? There is certainly a value in looking back to
their early beginnings and the values with which they
were entrenched; research on collections, and finding
and developing community and its culture. Sometimes
it may be worth looking beyond the “masterpieces” that
attract money and attention, in order to find underappreciated value in the greater collection. If we embrace
the parameters of the city and work within the accessible
social network on our doorstep, creating a museum
that is a “place of dialogue” becomes a more flexible
and practical proposition. Ultimately, the worth of a
city museum can be judged by many factors – currently,
visitor numbers are given priority, but perhaps the
greater value should be how well it serves its community.

The Museum of Oriental Ceramics Osaka and the Nakanoshima Region of Osaka Possibilities for a Museum of the City
Hitoshi Kobayashi*
The Nakanoshima and Osaka City

T

he city of Osaka is charming and vibrant, and
boasts a varied cityscape that defies the standard
expectations of a commercial center of this size. The
area of Nakanoshima with its attractive waterways
and greenery is perhaps where one feels furthest from
external stereotypes of Osaka, yet it also has the greatest
potential to stand as a symbol for the city.
Nakanoshima is an elongated and narrow island that sits
between the rivers Dojima and Tosabori, in the north
of Osaka City. It spans about 3 kilometres from east to
west. Its development flourished during the Edo period
when it became the commercial, transportation and

*

8

financial centre of Japan. Goods that largely centered
on the rice trade were gathered and sold here and
then sent out across Japan using the extensive water
transportation network. Nakanoshima was at the
economic and commercial heart of Osaka’s food trade
and the city was referred to in Japan as the “kitchen of
the nation”. Many Daimyo1 Kurayashiki2 (storehouse/
residence) remain prominent architectural features in
the area. Even today this is one of the leading business
1
th

century. Dai

land”.
2

for storing and trading. Rice and other goods were brought from

districts in Osaka where numerous commercial offices,
Osaka City Hall and the Osaka Branch of the Bank of
Japan (established in 1882) are situated.
However Nakanoshima is also a thriving cultural hub:
museums, a library, theatre, an international conference
centre and university facilities all coexist here. It is fast
developing as one of the primary destinations for art and
culture in the city. It holds cultural properties of national
importance such as the Osaka Prefectural Nakanoshima
Library (opened in 1904) and the Osaka City Central
Public Hall (completed in 1918) as well as celebrated
modern architectural heritage.
History of the Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka
and the characteristics of museums of Osaka City
The Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka (MOCO)
was opened in 1982 in Nakanoshima. It was initially
designed to hold the “Ataka Collection”, a world-class
collection of ancient Chinese and Korean ceramics.
Ataka & Co (Ataka Sangyo) was one of the ten largest
trading companies in Japan after World War II, but
catastrophic losses in international investments
ultimately led to its bankruptcy, leaving the collection in
the hands of Ataka’s main lender, the Sumitomo Banking
Group. Sumitomo made the decision not only to donate
the collection but also to provide financial support for
the construction of a museum building and a museum
foundation. This drew on the longstanding tradition
in Osaka of private sector participation in cultural
activities and was not the first time that the Sumitomo
name was associated with such an endeavor.
The Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts was opened in
1936 and located in the Tennoji Park4 in the former
Sumitomo family home.5 The house was donated to
Osaka City together with the beautiful Keitakuen
Garden6 to be a base for the Osaka City Museum of Fine
Arts. The core collection of the Osaka City Museum of
Fine Arts is comprised of donations from the Osaka and
Kansai7 regions, coming from world-class oriental art
collections including: Chinese paintings and calligraphy
from the Abe Collection, Chinese Buddhist sculptures
Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts:
en/
4

top-en.html
5

Outside of MOCO. © MOCO

from the Yamaguchi Collection and Buddhist art from
the Taman Collection.
Thus like the Museum of Oriental Ceramics the Osaka
City Museum of Fine Arts and its collection were shaped
by the private sector. It is this journey from private to
public collection, rooted in the philanthropic tradition,
that could be considered the defining characteristic of
the museums of Osaka City.
The role of MOCO
The “Ataka Collection” consists of about 1000 pieces of
Chinese and Korean ceramics, including two National
Treasures of Japan (both Chinese ceramics) and twelve
Important Cultural Properties. It forms MOCO’s core
collection that has subsequently been expanded, in
particular by significant donations from the “Rhee
Byung-Chang Collection” of Korean ceramics, the “Mikio
Horio Collection” of Shoji Hamada’s artworks8, and
important examples of export Imari Porcelain colllection
– Imari-ware. It currently stands at around 7000 pieces
and is accepted as a collection of world-class quality.
The mission of MOCO is to prioritize the collection
it holds and to establish the ideal environment for
appreciating the ceramic art works. To achieve this it
was decided that no famous architect would be recruited
to design the building and that the building should
be a simple space that blended into the surrounding
environment with a subtlety in height, shape and
colour, which were further dictated by park regulations.
The discretion of MOCO’s architectural design is best
demonstrated in the exhibition room where through
8

6

7

th

Keitakuen Garden:
1955.

9
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the museum greater than the value of the collection. Just
as the city is growing and transforming, so too MOCO
has grown and will continue changing in the future.

Isolation Device. © MOCO

the incorporation of natural light, the color and texture
of the ceramics are best appreciated. In Japan it has
been said since antiquity that certain ceramics are best
viewed in “the light at ten in the morning on a clear
day in autumn, in a north-facing room partitioned off
with a single shoji (panel screen).” It is the longstanding
facility to view ceramics in natural light that has greatly
distinguished MOCO’s exhibition space.
The museum is deeply conscious of visual interruptions
and employs a unique “invisible” safety device to protect
the works. It strives to stay up to date on developments
in exhibition display methods, collections, research,
exhibition planning and educational approaches at the
world level. A particular motivator for this is because
MOCO doesn’t house a collection drawn from a single
region in Japan but rather has a broad and important
East Asian collection, meaning it feels a responsibility
to act in acccordance with its national and international
responsibilities. This differentiates MOCO from other
speciality ceramic museums in Japan, which often have
a primary function of representing specific ceramic
regions and styles.
MOCO focusses its activities on original international
exhibitions of independent projects, research activities
and remaining abreast of world standards in spite of its
small staff. The long- and short-term lending exhibitions
and travelling exhibitions, both in Japan and abroad,
are an important part of the museum’s mission – as is
maintaining friendship and exchange with overseas
museums and welcoming international researchers for
on-site study.

The museum has begun collecting and exhibiting
modern ceramics, western ceramics and even crafts
relating to ceramics. Furthermore a new strategy
designed to help realize MOCO’s mission to be the
“world’s most sophisticated ceramic specialty museum”
has opened up the possibility of discovering new
value in the MOCO collection and creating a new
modern culture from a global perspective, for example
by reexamining the interplay between different eras,
regions and genres of art.
Possibilities for museums of the city
Nakanoshima not only holds MOCO but also Osaka
Science Museum (opened in 1989), the National
Museum of Art Osaka9 (opened in 1977, moved to
Nakanoshima in 2004), the newly established private
museum, the Nakanoshima Kosetsu Museum of Art10
(opened in 2018) and Nakanoshima Museum of Art
(Osaka Municipal, planned to be opened in 2021).
This has formed a museum cluster. Osaka City recently
launched the initiative entitled “Nakanoshima Museum
Island” in order to manage and promote the area as
cultural and art center. The endeavor has begun by
focusing on and celebrating the communities and
individuals who contribute to the area.
For example, Nakanoshima is the main venue of the
annual event “Festival of Light in OSAKA”11 that is part
of the project “Suito Osaka (Aqua Metropolis Osaka)”
organized by public and private sectors.
9

10

Nakanoshima Kosetsu Museum of Art:

11

MOCO: New roles and possibilities
City museums are able to present diverse cultures
and differing values to communities, to increase
understanding and provide the opportunity to create a
new culture. The significance of MOCO as a specialty
ceramics museum is inextricably linked to the diversity
and creativity of Osaka City, making the sum value of
10

Natinoal Treasure TEA BOWL, Tenmoku glaze with silvery spots.
China, Southern Song dynasty, 12th-13th century, Jian ware.
MOCO (The Ataka Collection). Photo by Muda Tomohiro

The project uses Nakanoshima as the stage for
connecting a wide variety of people through various
cultural and artistic activities and events. Nakanoshima
is at the intersection of change and development, culture
and human interest.
As a member of “Nakanoshima Museum Island”,
MOCO is working in cooperation with more facilities
and people than ever before and in doing so is seeing
record visitor numbers. It welcomes the challenges this
brings and focuses on spreading the spirit and values of
MOCO as a museum of the city.
Although never wavering from its mission as a museum
whose primary role is the celebration of its collection –
caring for and passing on a legacy to future generations
– it is also important to find and expand on new values,
to promote and create new relationships in order to
nurture a museum that changes and grows alongside its
community.
As the process and potential for change in a growing
city becomes increasingly important to MOCO, the
museum steps into its role of a steward not only for its
collection but also to the city’s advancement. Although
small MOCO sees and celebrates its new roles and
responsibilities and endeavors to be a positive symbol of
development in a historical period of dynamic change in
Osaka City.

National Treasure BOTTLE, Celadon with iron brown spots.
China, Yuan dynasty, 14th century, Longquan ware.
MOCO (The Ataka Collection). Photo by Muda Tomohiro.
Daylighting exhibition. © MOCO

Building Collections, Nurturing People, Creating Culture:
Considering the Potential for Museums of Cities, from the Point of View
of a Natural History Museum
Daisuke Sakuma*

The city museum and the collection

T

here are as many stories that tell of the establishment
of museums as there are museums themselves.
Royal collections, donations to the temples, artifacts
brought home from explorations; some museums might
freeze their collection at that point, choosing their sole
focus to be on its preservation and utilization. However,
other museums continue to add to their collections.
The history of the museum’s activities accumulates, new
documents and materials are amassed that enhance
the value of the collections – and for many museums
of cities, they become better able to tell the history and
memories of the city as a result.
The history of museums in Osaka is the history of
Osaka itself. This link is especially important here, as
*

so many of the collections are comprised of donations
from private collections. This distinction means the
collections were gathered not as symbols of the men
in power (such as kings, or governors), but were
instead the personal endeavors of private collectors,
who focused on collecting things that they loved.
Companies, shrines and temples and Osaka’s residents
have all contributed. With such a variety of sources, how
museums organise and utilise these sorts of collections
is an important question.
Considering the case study of Osaka Museum
The Osaka Museum of Natural History offers an
important insight into the relationship between the
city’s inhabitants and its collections. The vision in the
Museum’s mission statement is to function as
“a place to connect citizens and nature.” This is done
in a number of ways: activities and events about
nature, providing science and education services,
11
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by museum staff. The OMNH chooses an alternative
strategy, investing its energy into training citizenscientists. The OMNH has a long tradition of working
with enthusiastic amateur scientists, so it is a natural
step. We hope inspiring local people is one of the ways
the museum has a positive influence on society.

Osaka Natural History Festival 2018. © OMNH

hosting opportunities to explore nature. The museum is
a place where the community can gather and interact,
sharing love of nature. The Osaka Museum of Natural
History (OMNH)1 was established in order to convey
the importance of natural experiences to the next
generation, in a world where much of the natural
environment has been sacrificed to city development.
The founding members, the curators and the city
government of the time focused on creating a “specially
localized” Natural History Museum, and not a copy of
world’s famous large museums. This does not mean a
small, non-research museum, but, rather, a museum
focused on the natural history of Osaka, biodiversity,
geology, ecosystems and their developmental history.
The museum tries to make sure that visitors do not
merely pass through its exhibition rooms, but also leave
inspired to get out in nature. If this is the weekend
they come in to the museum, then the hope is that the
following weekend they will be outside!

Supporting local citizens with an interest in science
is one of the Museum’s most important activities. The
Museum collaborates in various research programs and
helps local research and conservation groups. Through
these activities, information is gathered and shared. This
enables the Museum to reach a wider range of people
and develop local human resources, bringing the city
together.
Education for citizen-scientists not only is valuable
in itself, but also leads to the development of new
scientific projects. For example, specimen-gathering
activities create useful records, and if the information
is published, it gains academic importance. There are
1.7 million specimens collected by curators or donated
by researchers at the OMNH, and these include
specimens collected by citizen-scientists. Each collection
is valuable, supporting the museum’s activities from
research to exhibitions. The amateur collections of
regional specimens allow for improved records that

Surrounding ecosystems support the urban environment
in many ways, especially through water and food.
Natural history museums cannot ignore the nature that
surrounds cities. Therefore, the permanent exhibition
at OMNH starts with an exhibition about nature inside
the city, especially Osaka’s ordinary parks and gardens,
before stepping outside to the suburbs, farmed areas and
forests. The display includes observation maps, making
the museum a mechanism to connect people to the
natural wonders they already live in, but may not always
pay attention to.
The OMNH provides many guided tours and
experiences. However, though the museum puts great
amount of efforts on educational activities, its highquality programs can only be provided for 10,00020,000 people per year. It is impossible to implement
an educational outreach programme to the majority of
citizens in a city as large as Osaka, and conduct it solely
1

12

Observation meeting; Freeze-dried mushroom specimen.
© OMNH

Mushroom Exhibition in 2018. © OMNH

enable more effective nature protection measures, for
example, improving accuracy of the list of endangered
species. There were a few researchers who collected
insects inside the city for the exhibition in 2014,
Nature of the City. The exhibition features local data,
including the popular Yodogawa River Dictionary,2
which addresses the substantial improvements made
by local citizen-scientists to the major rivers in Osaka.
The richness of the exhibition materials is one of the
leading attractions of the special exhibitions. They
are particularly appealing to audiences who want to
learn more on a specialist topic. The 2018 Mushroom
Exhibition saw numerous returning visitors, some
revisiting over 10 times.
The OMNH’s recent experiences have highlighted
the effectiveness of virtual and computer graphics in
creating new exhibits that are easy to understand. It is
also extremely important for city museums to provide
an exhibition experience for audiences searching for
authenticity, looking for the “real thing”. The Mushroom
Exhibition demonstrated a range of engagements
with exhibition materials, and audiences responded
particularly well to being able to touch elements of
the exhibition. They were interested in questions like:
How did Tsuguo Hongo influence researchers in Tokyo
and overseas, and influence amateurs throughout
the country?, and What role do specimens play in
exhibitions? The museum provided a genuine experience
in connecting contemporary audiences with historically
important researchers – there were even mushroom fans
tweeting their interest online!

the ”present”, in addition to the past. If the activities of
the museum can inspire children, that will increase the
potential for continuing our pursuits into the future.
This is true not only in nature museums, but in any kind
of city museum for which record-keeping is important,
such as museums with a focus on history and industry.
The future culture of the city will be born from culture it
currently nurtures. The city also hosts new technologies.
Science is an activity that “stands on the shoulders of
giants”. It cannot be done without the work of those who
have been doing it before. This is true for history and
art, and all of culture. Being able to view the past from
various perspectives is essential in achieving SDGs.4
Museums are among the places where this can be done.
The potential for museums of cities
Museums in Osaka City are associated with the
local government, in their role as Local Independent
Administrative Agencies. Osaka City governance was a
part of discussions about museum policy that led to the
establishment of the “Vision for Osaka City Museums”.
This policy, which uses museum as the core of the city
as a key phrase, carries out city strategy and human
resources development based on the city’s tradition
and culture. It is a policy that sets an expectation for
museums to be social and educational institutions that
cultivate human resources. The document expresses
4

Sustainable Development Goals:
un.org/sdgs

Materials collected by the museum and through
curatorial research activities make the exhibitions
attractive, inspiring interest, creativity, and scientific
curiosity. This spreads the museum’s vision and further
enhances the collection. We feel it is important to record
2

.

Tsuguo Hongo was a Japanese mycologist who specialized in the
biogeography and taxonomy of
.

Workshop. (top). Watercolor painting of a mushroom donated by
the researcher’s family. © OMNH
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Dossier

From the observation meeting of mushrooms. The mushroom
exhibition is the result of long-time citizen-scientist training and
also the starting point for the future. © OMNH

Osaka City’s long-term commitment to all city museums
in Osaka, recognizing that the museum is not simply
a cultural attraction, but a place that provides social
education and supports collections and research. In
order to maintain a program of this sort, it is necessary
to have specialized human resources, and to have these

resources publicly accessible. Of course, the museum
has been influenced by historic developments in Osaka,
particularly the period of rapid economic growth
(especially that of Japan in the post-WWII period), and
the point where the economy “bubble” burst. Positive
developments in the near future, from the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics to the 2025 Osaka EXPO,5 indicate that Osaka
might be at a turning point. Today the administration
of local government is changing, and the museum
must seek to maintain and improve its sustainability,
expertise, and publicity. But, its priority remains being
responsible for the collection, education, and in passing
culture to future generations. It is a place to feel welcome
and safe, one where free thought is fostered, scientific
endeavor is nurtured, and people may truly appreciate
the value of museums and collections. It provides a
pathway to a deep consideration of the city’s identity and
culture. It is therefore imperative that it remains a space
that people can enjoy both now and in the future.
5

Towards conceptualizing the Museums of Cities in Osaka
Mariko Murata*

Museums of cities and the topography of Osaka

I

n 2016 the City of Osaka launched a project called the
Osaka City Museum Vision, which aimed to integrate
six of the museums within the area into a single Local
Independent Administrative Agency. While the project
stems from an administrative requirement there was
also an intent to conceptualize “Museums of Cities”
in Osaka. The Nakanoshima Museum Island Project
(which intends to establish a museum zone) and the
Living Architecture Museum Project (which aims to
regenerate the modernist buildings as urban attractions)
were both launched by the City in 2013 and respond to
this movement.
While these projects are clearly intended to promote the
“Museums of Cities” concept in Osaka there is room
for further consideration. In the process of developing
a new “museumscape” within the city it is important to
acknowledge how each museum was established, and
each one’s relationship to the topography of the city.
Here, I will outline two areas as examples.
The first example is the Osaka Castle area, which is the
most popular tourist site in Osaka today. The area not
only was the center of administration in pre-modern
*
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Osaka but also played a significant role as a military
and industrial base in modern Osaka. After the SinoJapanese War (1894-85) the city of Osaka was called the
“Manchester of the Orient” for its flourishing spinning
and metal industries. The Osaka Castle area, which
the Meiji Government diversified as a military facility,
became eastern Asia’s largest weapon factory after
World War I. In the last year of World War II the city
experienced more than 50 air raids from the United
States.
The Great Osaka Air Raid was intended to destroy
the city, which had been designated as Japan’s largest
weapon manufacturer. While the reconstruction of the
bombed area started under the occupation of the Allied
forces, the burnt remnants of the artillery arsenal zone
remained abandoned until the 1980s after which the
area was converted and combined with the Osaka Castle
Park.
In 1991, the Osaka International Peace Center was
established inside the park. The museum exhibits the
story of the Great Osaka Air Raid and its historical
background (dating back to the Sino-Japanese War
when Japan’s imperialism started). Today the Park is
home to the Osaka Castle, the Osaka International Peace
Center and the former Headquarters of the Imperial
Japanese Army’s Fourth Division, with many other war

the passage of time. Recently the neighbouring area has
been renovated into a huge shopping complex and the
Abeno Harukasu, a towering shopping mall, also holds
a museum that is intended to be a “city museum”. The
whole area juxtaposes museums and consumerism,
referencing the fact that museums developed as part of
the exposition culture in Osaka and Japan.
The origin of these various museums in the city of Osaka
dates back to 1875 when the Osaka Prefectural Museum
(Osaka Hakubutsujo) was established. The “Museum”
was a complex of institutions including a trade fair site,
a library, a museum, an art museum, a zoo, a botanical
garden and a park, among others. The site represents
the birth of Japanese museums in which museum
integration was part of the government industrial
development policy (Shokusan Kogyo). When the site
closed down in 1917 to convert it into a new Export
Sample Warehouse (Shohin Chinretsujo, also translated
as Commercial Museum), these institutions were
dispersed across the city. The Osaka Tennoji Zoo, the
Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts, the Osaka Museum of
Natural History, the Osaka Science Museum and

The permanent exhibition of the Osaka International Peace
Center after the renovation in 2015 (top). The Osaka Castle and
the former Headquarters of the Imperial Japanese Army’s fourth
Division located side by side in the park. © Mariko Murata

remnants and memorials. Just outside the park is the
Osaka History Museum, which stands on the historical
remains of the Naniwanomiya, the capital city of the
7th century. Since 1960, the former Headquarters of
the Imperial Japanese Army’s Fourth Division housed
the Osaka Municipal Museum, which closed when the
Osaka History Museum opened in 2001. It is now a
shopping and restaurant arcade.
Another important area for the Museums of Cities in
Osaka is the Tennoji area, which was redeveloped in the
20th century. The Fifth National Industrial Exhibition
of 1903, the largest exposition ever to be held in Japan,
took place in this area. The land was mainly converted
into a park with the Osaka Tennoji Zoo (1913) and the
Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts (1936) built side by
side. Part of the land, named Shin-sekai (a new world),
was sold to the private sector and was converted into a
theme park (for which Coney Island in Manhattan was
the model), with a tower (radial streets stretching out
from it just like in Paris) and a shopping area. While the
theme park had already been demolished in 1925, the
tower (Tsuten-kaku, rebuilt in 1956) and the shopping
arcade remain with a distinctive atmosphere suggesting

The entrance of the Osaka Tennoji Zoo. Abeno Harukasu can
be seen further ahead (top). The Osaka Museum of Fine Arts in
Tennoji Park. The land was originally donated by the Sumitomo
family (bottom). © Mariko Murata
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gluttonous (‘kui-dao-re’). This image has continued to
the present.
While these stereotypes have entertained the people,
they have also prevented many from understanding the
rich culture of the city. In Kansai University, where I
belong, a project to discover and record Osaka’s unique
culture started in 2005.

The tower Tsuten-kaku and the shopping street of Shin-sekai.
© Mariko Murata

the Osaka Prefectural Nakanoshima Library all carry the
‘gene’ of this very first museum site.
The “Museums of Cities” in Osaka concept should
be based on the museum’s relationship to the city’s
topography. The featured museums represent an aspect
of the city’s history or highlight its urban characteristics.
It should be added that it was leading business figures
and not city authorities who supported this cultural
movement, which is a significant feature of the museum
culture in Osaka.
From regions to cities: A perspective of museums of
cities in Osaka
Despite their significant history and diversity, the
Museums of Cities in Osaka have hardly been
discussed. This is probably because the idea of a
museum, assumed to be culturally sophisticated, did
not match the stereotype of the City of Osaka. As a city
of commerce, Osaka has a reputation for being blunt,
tacky and particular about money. The city has also been
characterized as a no-culture-zone, especially compared
to older cities in the vicinity like Kyoto and Nara. While
Kyoto and Nara are often represented as cultural cities
with museums, temples and other historical sites, Osaka
has been reputed for prioritizing business or being
16

However, the reason for the Museums of Cities not
being conceptualized should be considered from a
broader context. It is deeply related to the state of
Museum Studies and Urban Studies in Japan. In Japan,
museums were always discussed in relation to regions
as opposed to cities. Since the early 20th century, the
desire to locate one museum in each prefecture has
driven the establishment of museums in Japan. The idea
of having museums in equal distribution was initiated
by the vision of Gentaro Tanahasi (1869-1961), the
father of Museum Studies in Japan, who emphasized
the importance of establishing Local Museums (Kyodo
Hakubutsukan) at each prefectural and municipal level.
Thus, while the role and meaning of local/regional
museums were often discussed, having museums in
urban areas was never considered. It was finally in the
1990s when museums that represented cities and their
urban issues were established.
This is related to the fact that the study of Urban History
in Japan began around this time. The first movement
towards writing the history of the region was a simple
appeal to promote one’s home town culture (Kyodoshi). After World War II, Japanese history was strongly
influenced by a state-centered point of view, and the
research concentrated on how local areas were affected
by the state policy (Chiho-shi). The importance of
Regional Studies (Chiiki-shi) was only acknowledged in
the 1970s when the lack of regional diversity had been
identified. Museum Studies in Japan resonate with these
movements.
Since then the focus on the regions has increased while
urban areas remained stagnant. Urban areas finally
attracted attention in the 80s, and urban studies from
a social and cultural perspective developed. Museums
reflecting such new perspectives towards cities were
introduced, with the Edo Tokyo Museum (1993) among
them. In Osaka, such a museum was launched in 2001:
the Osaka History Museum.
However today there are still issues to tackle when
trying to conceptualize the Museums of Cities in Osaka.
In my opinion, what the “museumscape” of the City of
Osaka lacks is a perspective of the people living in the
area and of its diversity. As a city of commerce, Osaka

has attracted many migrant workers from all over Japan.
Communities were formed within the city, including
those of the Okinawans and the Koreans (later called the
‘Zainichi’).
Perhaps the permanent exhibition of the Osaka Museum
of Human Rights is the only museum space in Osaka
where we can learn details about these communities.
However, this museum was initially intended to raise
awareness about the human rights of the ‘Buraku’, a
marginalized community considered to be the lowest
social class since the feudal era. The museum is
situated in the periphery of the old Osaka and divided
from the city by the Kizu river, an area that had long
been the residence of the Buraku people. Here, they
worked in industries such as leather tanning and drum
manufacturing, a feature that is noticeable when walking
around the museum. Afterwards the museum was
renovated in order to more comprehensively exhibit the
question of human rights of people in Japan including
the Koreans, the Okinawans, the aboriginal Ainu,
LGBTQs, homeless, and people with disabilities.
In 2012 the then mayor claimed that the museum was
biased and decided to discontinue all subsidies. The
city filed a lawsuit against the museum asking it to pay
rent and eventually leave the property after restoring
it to its original condition. Today the museum, whose
management refused to leave, is run by the foundation
alone. Since then it has halved its working hours and

The Osaka Human Rights Museum. The building was the former
Buraku community in 1872. © Mariko Murata

its debts are constantly increasing. As the only museum
showcasing the people of the city it is perhaps more
beneficial for the city to reconsider what the museum
can potentially offer.
The time has come for Osaka to configure its Museums
of Cities. The CAMOC meeting at the ICOM Kyoto
2019 may be an opportunity for further discussion.
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LAURENT GOLAY*

draped over several hills and nestled in the cradle of

of the Dominican monastery and a large number
th

-century tower led to the

ever historical museum.
urban renewal program undertaken by the city at the
turn of the 20th

renovated building that was constructed in the 14th

technological progress and manufacturing advances.
th

allure.
a prison.

*
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and the MHL remained a work in progress

through much of the 20th century. As the new
clearly needed to be updated and the building
upgraded.

history. This is apparent in the gaps found in museum

It was at this point that the relevance of having a

and when there is a single-minded focus on staging

to the middle of the 18th

1

Lausanne, the exhibition
If the answer is yes – if we recognise the value of a

a stable point of reference in this quick-click era – the
long-term challenges of developing and maintaining

urban metamorphosis. This choice was dictated by the
physical and geographical features of Lausanne: urban-

was

its technical systems and completely overhauling the

st

century. The sector names are meant to keep
But historiography will not wait: historical reappraisals

1

18th and 19th centuries.

historical research and technological progress. And
this will require considerable human and material

the study of history is an eminently book-bound and
ponderous undertaking.
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MUSEUMS OF CITIES

other is built around a scale model of Lausanne in the

how much the city has changed.

and From Lausanne with Love.
the following criteria:
- The texts and images used should not be bookish.
appearance.

Join

http://network.icom.museum/camoc/get-involved/
become-a-member/ icom_m_detail alpha_sonICOM

http://network.icom.museum/camoc/L/9/

international committee
for the collections and activities
of museums of cities

BECOME A MEMBER.
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now!

JOANA SOUSA MONTEIRO*

the use of culture and heritage as a means to foster

“Maximising the impact of cultural heritage on local
development”.
The target public of the guide are museums and

to the making of relevant documents.

been a real challenge and a learning opportunity. In

professionals. The main theme was the power of
Plenary sessions were held on the themes:

parallel session on “Cultural heritage for economic
growth and well-being through culture: a new agenda
beyond: culture as a lever for inclusive growth”.

*

for sustainability.
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The renowned culture economist Pier Luigi Sacco

immensely. Culture and heritage are important agents

fundamental factors for mental health and happiness.

amongst others.

in one of the panels.
The parallel session on partnerships between local

General and Chief Curator of the Montreal Fine Arts
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BOOKS / THE FUTURE OF MUSEUMS OF CITIES

When you maintain a blog for ten years called

are futures.
A new method called

brings together

these inspire. Culture is shaped and formed whenever
and wherever people come together and organize
and co-author Erik Schilp worked on and which is the
most visited museum in the world. Neighborhoods
Art Museum of Amsterdam where our friend Anna

from a discussion I facilitated with library professionals

this campaign in the languages we shared in the group.

The same statement encouraged people to believe and
*

Netherlands
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BOOKS / THE FUTURE OF MUSEUMS OF CITIES
the museum and the city. One community wanted a

landmark building. Audiences visit the museum

another envisioned the museum to be like a tourist
sense for the museum. For the Street Art Museum
How people organize culture is shaped by geographical
trends and developments in society. This presents
tells its story and engages its audience wherever it can.

method allows us to map the unique
and develop strategies accordingly.

a full mix of possible strategies and approaches for a
museum to be successful. It all depends on the context.
And this context is becoming increasingly diverse

that will accelerate in years to come.
allows these museums – and others –

A strategy that recognizes the diversity that exists in
people need to be involved in this process as well.

that does not recognize rigid approaches and one-

Then we match this understanding with the reality
of the museum.
focuses on eight

the method suggests a possible approach to changing
1

1

of their community. The

building or site. This applies to the city museum that is
24

available at:

workbook contains 8 large-

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

heritage-making policies in the city. When mapping is
experts to engage with the presence of heritage in
between expert and non-expert views on heritage.

discovery of new roles for disciplinary input in
coherence with stakeholder involvement.
During the

its relevance in tackling the future of urban heritage by
this workshop.
unions and workers on the design of their workplace

Heritage is of interest to an audience increasingly

hence its importance for the livelihood of many people.

*

emphasises the importance of following a pluralist

the heritage expert faces challenges because
25

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

others.

are not protected as monuments. The inhabitants
of Winterslag gradually transformed their living
and decorated their homes according to their needs
and desires. The dominant architectural image is

large number of inhabitants coming from families

Winterslag area is valued as an exemplary site of

heritage management policy for this category of
for addressing these challenges. We are interested in

been discussed in diverse contexts in the expanded

emancipatory tool which supports power sharing
into how this methodology could be developed within
the framework of urban heritage: we invited the

of Genk.

Prior to the establishment of the mining industry
Campine Plateau in the Belgian province of Limburg.
evolved from the 1920s

municipality sought to repurpose parts of the buildings
26

historical features by means of its planning instruments

resonates with the concept of the “garden city” as

the conference rooms into the

of Winterslag. The

their walk at the former mine of Winterslag. The

became famous for its state-of-the-art architecture
and cultural programme. This is what makes the study
of its contemporary cultural values and comparing the

the methodology was recorded and included in the

this heritage is “in the making” as the wider peri-urban

of comments.

the
of Winterslag is also being evaluated by
heritage experts in order to determine the validity of
the world heritage claim. The methodology intended

neighbourhood.
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PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

teaches us to look at other species and how these

redesigning Winterslag? Aligned to discussions in
workshop members asked: how can we account for

thoughts surfaced which are relevant to the mapping

either as “average” – e.g. as a common Flemish

discussion.

as a heritage site. They
observed how the housing typologies and the general

interdisciplinarity. This is a key issue in perceiving the
experienced it as a rich neighbourhood where “people
dilute heritage values. The workshop exposed

focused on how top-down plans were imprinted upon
the natural environment of the Winterslag area. He

28

167-182.

I

92-101.
personal and professional baggage play a part in these
with a previsioned gaze at the neighbourhood as the

be brought in as follows:

- We could bring reference images from our own
- We could seek more engagement with the
with the residents.

. Genk: Stebo vzw.

A more inclusive approach would be to challenge

“thinking outside the box”.

. London: Routledge.
How are the natural and the cultural elements
interrelated during the heritage making process? And
how can we advance PD methodology by

does this mean for strategies for managing heritage?
The workshop hence contributed to understanding of
the subtle ways in which heritage-making shapes – and
is adapted to – an urban neighbourhood.
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CONFERENCE REPORT

of city life or current social issues.” Regarding the
the privilege to visit Russia last December to take part
contemporary urban development. It is exactly the city
museum – as a special type of the museum – which has
CAMOC: it was in Moscow where CAMOC was founded
cultural heritage and daily needs of the city. The idea is
”
th

anniversary.

transdisciplinary gathering that envisaged exploring
the complexity and dynamics of the city – museum

commemorate another anniversary – according to the
invited speakers. There were not only museum experts
is always devoted to a big topic such as development
*
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museums.

well the two main strands of discussion and the two

role and new challenges as they become agents of
related areas intertwined.
Both conference days were based on a very successful

on the sub-theme of
around the idea of a “Museum as a Micromodel
of a Modern City”. The introductory session was
own research interests about the spirit of place and
expanding the concept of heritage.

debate centered on examining the role of the museums
in the contemporary city and focused in detail on the
challenging new role of museums as drivers of socio-

of emerging new trends in the European museum
panorama.

The conference was an opportunity to learn about

to exchange their knowledge and experiences with and
through CAMOC.

The second conference day unfolded mainly at the
city museum scale. It was focused on the Russian
cultural and museological context and explored the
through four discussion sessions:

th

anniversary

While all the discussions allowed me to learn
immensely about the Russian city museums and
especially about the urban and heritage themes
most inspiring moments of the second day was the

cultural policy”.
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WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT

and new city museums have emerged across the world. Both the transformed museums of city history
sustainability.

about a city.
museums.

in Kyoto in September 2019.

1
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The Museum of the City invites CAMOC members to submit exhibits for its electronic galleries
and the

for extending the reach of CAMOC member museums to new and broader audiences worldwide.
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USA
exhibit/8AJibfL84qm6LQ
Celebrated as a technological marvel that
wheel has stood as an enduring symbol of

USA

begins with the dynamics that shaped Chicago during the 1850s.

world and in Chicago.
th

U.S. Army in World War II before

became friends with the
and developed a unique point of
view that melded the boldness
of American street photography
contemporaries. For the rest of

geographical duality. From
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2019 - 2021

for ideas from Gothenburgers. Many people wanted to present the city´s

th

19th

and

city in the world with over a million inhabitants. Many of its merchants and

These city entertainments fuelled the market for woodblock prints. Theatre fans were eager to buy programmes for the season ahead

Japan
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In recent years many public buildings in Britain have faced an uncertain future as
and fundraising in the face of closure or catastrophe. Making It Happen: New

⇄

⇄
⇄

What is good design and how can it enhance everyday life?

products. The concept of Good Design also took hold well beyond the
advancement in the years following World War II. This global scope is
36

.

Gunpowder Plot of 1605.
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diverse city in the world.

grew up and was educated in England. His wife is Japanese and he is proud to say
that he is one of the New Londoners!

th

and inclusion.

th

local councils to:

The Standard applies to all local councils in Australia.

and agents of social change.

dealing with the past is full of impediments and challenges for museums.
the following topics:
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embedded in global memory culture?

st

to understand and assess architecture and urban spaces. This conference

This high-level conference will be held under the auspices of UNESCO

themes to discuss will be how to protect the World Heritage from the
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Within the overall theme of the seminar the following six subthemes will be addressed:
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over the world.

European Green Capital 2019.

a tremendous impact on how we live in the future.

UFGC
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learn from each other. This is a unique opportunity for those who are planning
latest developments in the public quality of museums.
EMYA 2019 is hosted by the
– winner of the Council
of Europe Museum Prize 2018.
This year more than 40 museums will present their work and discuss the

This conference will also feature a Kenneth Hudson Prize Winners Panel – a panel of previous winners of this prize. The Kenneth
museums in society.

values.

European Museum Forum

metrics.

will be our main points of focus for 2019.
Museum For Good – good for the people and good for the planet.

Its European conference in London will bring together delegates from more than forty
countries. Once again leaders from museums around the world will convene at the
History Museum and Science Museum.
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London and Amsterdam.
MuseumNext

NECTAR

Conferences were held in Madrid in 2009 and in Paris in
2014. The proposal outlined here is for the fourth City Futures Conference to be held in Dublin in June 2019. Now more than ever it

inequality.
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The principal conference tracks are:

EURA and UAA

.
and Regional Authority of Crete

ICLEI
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